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英 文
A.填空題：請將以下文章空白處，填入正確解答，佔總分之 80％。
試題一：以下提供 12 個選項：分別為 A,
B,
C,
……J,K,L，請以 A,B,C 等代號作答
至答案卷，答案選項不重複。答對一題 4 分，共 40 分。
A. key B. emissions C. consumption
D. reduction E. useful
G. greenhouse
H. products I. reducing
J. reuse K. recycling
Recycling involves processing used materials into new 1.
potentially 2.
energy 4.

materials, reduce the 3.

to prevent waste of

of fresh raw materials, reduce

, reduce air pollution and water pollution by 5.

"conventional" waste disposal, and lower 6.
production. Recycling is a 8.

gas 7.

the need for

as compared to virgin

component of modern waste 9.

third component of the "Reduce, 10.

F. waste
L. usage

and is the

, Recycle" waste hierarchy.

試題二：以下提供 12 個選項：分別為 M,N,O,
……V,W,X，請以 M,N,O 等代號作
答至答案卷，答案選項不重複。答對一題 4 分，共 40 分。
M. disposal N. system O. fees P. amount Q. life R. through
T. environment U. program V. replacement W.various X. treat

S. collection

The 11.
of money actually saved 12.
recycling depends on the efficiency
of the recycling 13.
used to do it. The cost of recycling depends on 14.
factors around a community that recycles, such as landfill 15.
and the amount
of 16.
that the community recycles. It states that communities start to save
money when they 17.
recycling as a 18.
for their traditional waste 19.
1

rather than an add-on to it and by "redesigning their 20.
schedules and/or
trucks.
B.翻譯題：請將以下英文例句完整翻譯成中文，使用錯別字或簡體字將予以扣分
(一個字扣一分)，每題 5 分，共 4 題，佔總分之 20％。
試題一：
Recycling clothes via consignment or swapping has become increasingly popular.

試題二：
Kitchen, garden, and other green waste can be recycled into useful material by
composting.

試題三：
The large variation in size and type of batteries makes their recycling extremely
difficult.

試題四：
Paper can be recycled by reducing it to pulp and combining it with pulp from newly
harvested wood.
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